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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The intent of this presentation is to give an overview of how deregulation of the commodity futures market has affected agricultural price, which in turn has made food less affordable or even unavailable to millions of people around the world.  Lack of affordability and availability are key factors that damage food security and the right to food. 



Overview: some questions to 
answer 

• Who invests in commodity futures markets? 
• How has investor composition changed since 

2004 (FAO benchmark year)? 
• What is a commodity index fund, who invests 

in them and why? 
• How do “long only” funds effect ag prices and 

food security? 
• How much do global prices transmit locally? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Futures markets have become front page news in the financial newspapers.  Insofar as food price increases have triggered food price riots, prices and regulations affecting price formation have become front page news in the mainstream press and social media. 
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Presentation Notes
Non-commercial (i.e. purely or largely financial speculative) trading interest on the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) includes both index speculation (betting on a numerically weighted index of commodities) and traditional speculation, i.e. speculators who bet short and long, and are the traditional counterparties of commercial hedgers. Historically across CFTC regulated commodities, commercial hedgers make up 70% of the market while traditional speculators make up about 30 percent. However, in 2000, following passage of the Commodity Futures Modernization Act, the balance among classes of traders shifted decisively to non-commercials, above to OTC index speculators.



The rise of the Index Speculator: 
www.accidentalhuntbrothers.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commodity markets are designed to discover prices and manage price risks for commodity users. In U.S. markets, speculators with no price hedging interests traditionally make up about 30 percent of all contracts open to increase prices (open long interest).  Under deregulation, financial speculators respond not to market fundamentals but to commodity index fund formula, e.g. 70 percent energy contracts; 20 percent agriculture and 10 % metals. Energy swings ag prices no matter what the fundamentals because of the energy weight of money effect.  An index trades are “rolled” market volatility increases to the point where commercial hedgers cannot afford to use price risk management instruments.
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Presentation Notes
Index funds, whose investors include pension funds, endowments and hedge funds pour money into the unregulated market, leading to the bubble of June 2008 and then building to the May 2011 bubble towards which these data are trending.  These are bet long to increase prices and bet regardless of fundamentals, since the funds lock energy, food and metals commodities together in various formula.  E.g. Goldman Sach’s index is very heavily oil weighted as they are major holders of physical oil, as well as of energy derivatives contracts.  Notional= what was contracted, not what was netted.
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Presentation Notes
Relative to a 2004 baseline, FAO’s food price index, composed of Freight on Board prices for about 100 food commodities, the end-2010 index was 57 percent higher, and has gone higher still since then. The index is a food security indicator insofar as developing countries that depend on imports for a critical margin of food security cannot readily switch among foods when all or many prices move together.  Nominal prices are face value of contracts; real prices are inflation adjusted relative to 2004. (Developing country hard country reserves have fallen because of 2008 crash, investment repatriated to US/European Banks—been slow to come back).  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The food price index is now above the levels of the July 2008 commodity price bubble before the collapse of the investment banks that were counterparties to agricultural and non-agricultural trades, particularly through index funds.
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Presentation Notes
This chart from a February 2011 UNICEF study has the very great virtue of disaggregating the FAO food price data to show not the traded weighted Freight on Board prices but an average of local market prices for the same FAO tracked foods. The disquieting trend points towards towards prices 50% above the 2007 pre-food price crisis baseline.  
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Presentation Notes
(% change in prices over six months—many factors that can drive price increases, but if countries import dependent then a big price driver is the volatility in international commodity mkts—excessive speculation).  Agricultural futures prices in internationally influential commodity markets do not transmit directly nor entirely to retail food prices. However, international prices often influence local prices, particularly where and when there is heavy dependence on imported grains. Furthermore, futures prices (CBOT) are often used by developing country agricultural planners to decide where and how much to invest in agriculture, especially for exports. The price increases illustrated here are difficult to counter with subsidies for basic foods, particular if the increases are sustained, as has been the case since 2008, when developing country import prices did not fall with the commodity market price collapse.  Most developing countries have little market power to negotiate fairer or more affordable prices with major grain exporters.



Some basic concepts in commodity futures 
market price formation 

• Forward contracting (usually locally contracted, 
grain elevator) 

• Futures contract characteristics: standardized, 
regulated (traded on an exchange) 

• Price discovery process: bid, offer, settle 
• Position limits on each commodity contract 
• Excessive speculation and price distortion 
• Over the Counter: bilateral and unregulated 

trade (dark or shadow markets) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To understand how regulated and unregulated futures prices affect the local prices that most directly affect household food security, it is necessary to understand some basic market instruments and concepts. Farmers forward contract part of their production (not a uniform or standardized amount) to protect against price falls and to have farm cash management funds. The first points of purchase, such as grain elevators, hedge their price risks through buying and selling standardized contracts on regulated exchanges. To prevent unfair market competition, by laws, traders may only hold so many contracts or a position.  Exceeding these contract limits is excessive speculation in U.S. law.  Such speculation distorts prices far beyond what supply and demand would indicate.  The Bush administration granted OTC traders exemptions and waivers from the law to allow them to exceed position limits on a regular basis.



Dark markets tools of U.S. deregulation and 
the agricultural and energy price crisis 

• Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 
2000 – market self-regulation/de-regulation 

• >700  Bush Administration CFTC “No Action 
letters” on position limits 

• Exempting OTC trades from daily reporting 
• “Long only” OTC commodity index funds 

often traded with High Frequency Trading 
algorithms that induce volatility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CFTC=Commodities Futures Trading Commission regulates US commodity futures mkts and is the main source of commodity futures trading data worldwide.Position Limit set as percentage of total contract. “No action letters” legally authorized trading entities (Morgan Stanley, Goldman, Cargill, ADM) to be exempt from position limit law.Trade transparency:  all trades reported dailyThe act removed trade data transparency, can only get notional value of trades, not actual trades.  Can trade one contract many times.  Supply and demand doesn’t change drastically in the physical market. Commercial hedger would trade it maybe 4-5 times in a period of 90 days.   But speculators can trade it several times in a few hours. Creates volatility.
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Presentation Notes
This chart, from an essay by Jayatri Ghosh for WDM, illustrates the high degree of influence that the weight of money of OTC contracts has on the IMF agricultural and non-agricultural price index. The estimated volume of contracts reported to the Bank of International Settlements gives a very rough idea of the prices trends of the $6 trillion of notional (face ) value of commodity futures contracts traded OTC.  In the U.S. the OTC commodities market is about 7 times the size of the regulated market.  So the dark market is the dominant price setter for U. S commodities even though prices are quoted from regulated exchanges. 



Major derivatives chapter provisions 
of Dodd-Frank reform legislation 

• Pushing OTC contracts on to regulated 
exchanges (few bilateral or off-exchange 
“dark” deals) 

• No exempt commodities such as oil (e.g. 
Enron Loophole or ECMs) 

• Real-time reporting of all trade data 
• CFTC enforced aggregate position limits 
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Presentation Notes
Exempt Commodity Markets (whole exchanges that went unreported i.e. the intercontinental exchange [energy contracts, electricity, gas oil, jet fuel])Real-time reporting of all trade data is costly, computer upgrades, surveillance.  Wallstreet trying to gut the budget to enable this.Aggregate position limits are the total limits in contracts held by one trading entity and its affiliates across all trading venues.  (ex. Singapore will defy CFTC and be a regulatory haven).  Goldman threatens to not abide by aggregate limit and go to Singapore.  In practice, its difficult to do that since those mkts not as large as US.



Wall Street and Chicago Mercantile Exchange 
fight back: 

the Outlook for Dodd-Frank implementation 

• >$300 m. lobby campaign vs. Dodd-Frank 
• High and ineffective position limits proposed 
• Threat of trade and operations “migration” 
• Proposed clearing exemption for 

“commercial risk” defined as all financial risk 
• Slash CFTC budget 34% (House bill only) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clearing exemption meant only for commercial hedgers.  International Swaps and Derivatives Association proposed  definition of risk that includes all financial risk including debt.  Lobbying to cut budget to thwart implementation and enforcement.



Some conclusions 

• U.S. and EU commodity markets continue to 
be under “light touch” regulation 

• Agricultural futures price levels and volatility 
continue to suffer excessive speculation 

• Better knowledge of physical stocks (G-20 ag 
ministers): insufficient to make markets 
transparent for food security purposes 

• Need for commodity mkt regulation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dodd-Frank implementation is unlikely to be complete by end 2012. EC derivatives legislation is even further from completion. The French proposal for an EU commodity regulatory authority is blocked, so the derivatives legislation will be enforced or not by national competent authorities. Import dependent food security is likely to suffer from price volatility  that will be induced by index weight of money if position limits are not set and enforced. Indigenous food security measures are a compelling policy option when neither commodity nor foreign exchange trading is effectively regulated, and dark markets predominate. G20 proposing to do better ag. stocks tracking.; How do you do that with Cargill, Glencore etc.?
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